Knowledge-Sharing Session on Global Trends and New Age Technologies in Construction Sector.

CEO, CSDCI, addressed the "Knowledge-Sharing Session on Global trends and New Age technologies in Construction sector" emphasised that making construction training aspirational is vital.

Emerging trends are for pre-fabricated structures, 3D Printing, Geo-special survey and Building information Modeling (BIM) were discussed.
Col. Anand Kumar Singh, CEO, CSDCI, Mr. Nilabh Gangwar, Manager, CSDCI, Ms. Jancy Mathew, General Manager (Standard Department), CSDCI & Ms. Pratibha Mishra, Manager (Standard Department) attended the "Knowledge-Sharing Session on Global trends and new age technologies in Construction sector" and participated with their valuable inputs.
Mr. Pinaki Sankar Deb, Regional Manager, CSDCI conducted the review visit to SAET TOT Centre for Mason Level-2 and Assistant Shuttering Carpenter Level-2 job role on 20th January 2020 at Scholar's Institute of Technology and Management, Garoghuli, Guwahati (Asam). Total 40 candidates were present for the orientation.
Assessments conducted this week

DDUGKY - Rural Mason assessment being conducted by Briddhi Innovation Pvt Ltd on 22nd January 2020 at Jagitial, Telangana
TOT - Rural Mason

L4

(Trainer/Assessor)

at L&T CSTI, Cuttack

from 18 Jan 2020 to

30 Jan 2020.

CPB 103 & 104 (1st Floor) Block 4B, DLF Corporate Park,
Phase III MG Road, Gurgaon-122002,
Near Guru Dronacharya Metro Station.
0124-4513915 to 18
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Assessments conducted this week

RPL-4 - Assessment being conducted for the Mason General job role by NBCC (National Buildings Construction Corporation) Limited. on 24th January 2020 at New Delhi.

RPL- Assessment being conducted for the Assistant Shuttering Carpenter Level 3 job role by Briddhi Innovation Pvt Ltd on 25th January 2020 at Dumka, Jharkhand.
Assessments conducted this week